Addendum, Additions and Corrections
Live Webcast Auction
October 31, 2021
Lot 56. CORRECTION added to condition report on October 14, 2021: We believe the
luminous paint on the dial has been relumed, however it does test under a Geiger counter.
Lot 73. CORRECTION added to description on October 22, 2021: The coin is a Liberty
Head, not Saint-Gaudens as originally stated.
Lot 131. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION added on October 6, 2021: The case of this
example is particularly interesting as it is marked for a retailer; A.M. Ward of 194 Main St,
Hartford, Connecticut; that enthusiastically advertised his offering of the Samuel Curtis watch.
Please see our photos for a copy of Ward's advertisement titled "America Against the World"
which is found in the April 13th, 1855 issue of the "Hartford Courant." This ad is notable as
industrial American watchmaking was still in its infancy during the mid-1850s, but Ward
clearly understood the potential of this new industry and saw the advantage of promoting the
emergence "this great American triumph" as a selling point.
POSITIVE UPDATE TO CONDITION REPORT added on October 6, 2021: We have
updated our assessment of this case from believed to be “likely original” to believed to be
“original” due to the added historical evidence from the advertisement with its impeccable
correspondence of the retailer's marking with his advertisement for this specific watch type.
Lot 149. This coin has been pulled from the auction.
Lot 150. This coin has been pulled from the auction.
Lot 343. CORRECTION added on October 14, 2021: The movement has a cylinder
escapement, not a verge escapement.
Lot 373. POSITIVE CORRECTION added on October 5, 2021: Repeat now functions
correctly! (A minor adjustment fixed the issue noted in our original condition report.) Also, the
plastic crystal cracked, so we have replaced it with a better glass crystal.

Additional Lots Added to Bonus Attendees Only Auction:
LOT
603

Brief description
Lot of 3 cabinets of mainsprings.

604

Paper lot with books, pamphlets, more.

605

Organized watch parts in boxes, Bible, etc.

606

Assorted watch parts and material including mainsprings.

607

Large box of watch parts, most organized in boxes.

608

Large lot of watch parts and material.

609

Watch parts and material, pocket knives.

610

Assorted wristwatch parts and material.

611

Wooden cabinet filled with crystals.

612

3-drawer metal cabinet containing pocket watch and wristwatch parts and material.

613

5 clocks, as is.

614

Carriage and other small clocks and parts.

615

Lot of 6 assorted clocks.

616

Assorted clock keys.

617

7 clocks.

618

Clock parts & material lot.

619

Lot of 6 assorted clocks.

620

Assorted clock parts.

621

Assorted empty watch boxes.

622

5-drawer metal cabinet w/watch bands.

623

Large lot of wristwatch parts and material.

624

Assorted horological hand tools, most in original boxes.

625

Tools with lathe parts.

626

Assorted hand tools including Bergeron, hairspring vibrator, etc.

627

Tools including staking set, test instrument, demagnetizer, etc.

628

Lot of 3 Inverto staking sets.

629

Horological tools, anvils, watch parts, cast bank, early electric demagnetizer, etc.

630

4 staking sets.

631

MANY pocket watch movements and parts!

